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University crime rate report adjusted
by Melissa McGUIlvray
start reporter

The FBI will examine campus police
reports to determine if statistics that
ranked the University as havine the
highest crime rate among Ohio schools
were incorrect, Bill Bess, director of
public safety, said yesterday.
Bess said he mistakenly classified
some crimes as being violent when
they were not. resulting in an incorrect
crime report being filed with the FBI.
The statitistics were reported in the
Uniform Crime Report, a national FBI
periodical published yearly.
"It was the first year we reported to
the UCR and we made an error," Bess
said.
In previous years, Public Safety used
its own classification system for re-

"It was the first year we reported to the
(JCR and we made an error. . .. The good
news is that the information is able to be
corrected and re-submitted."
- Bill Bess, director of Public Safety
porting crimes. However, last year it
switched to using FBI classifications.
University police recorded aggravated assaults for every assault that
involved injury, Bess said. However,
this was incorrect because the FBI
definition of aggravated is "an unlawful attack ... for the purpose of inflicting severe or aggravated bodily
injury."
Simple assaults are injuries that are

"not serious ... and require no more
than usual first-aid treatment." Bess
said he was recording injuries that did
not require first aid as aggravated
assaults.
FOR THIS reason, the final FBI
report listed the University as having
21 aggravated assaults. Bess said when
he later figured these assaults correctly, there were only three.
When the 21 aggravated assaults

were added to other crimes like robbery and rape, the total for violent
crimes was 26. The corrected total for
violent crimes is eight, Bess said.

Bess said, "The good news is that the
information is able to be corrected and
re-submitted."

The incorrect information was
printed in a story in yesterday's BG
News.

FBI representatives will come to the
University and go through each report
to find out if each crime was classified
Eroperly, Bess said. He said he does not
now when the FBI will come to the
University.

The University received a copy of the
completed FBI report in August, but
Bess said he did not notice the inaccuracies until last week when University
President Paul Olscamp requested he
review the information.
Phil Mason, Olscamp's executive
assistant, said, "The president reSuested a clarification on that ranking.
; just didn't fit in with the reputation
for safety that BG enjoys."

Bess said he wants to continue filing
the report each year. He said Public
Safety has a new software system to
help prevent inaccuracies from recurring.

Males subject
of University
chlamydia test

Group
claims
hostages
Says Frenchman,
American held

by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

The Student Health Service is
still trying to determine how
many University males have
chlamydia trachomatis. a sexually-transmitted infection.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
the service, said last year a
service study revealed about 10
Ercent of University females
ve chlamydia. Since then, the
Student Health Service has been
trying to study the incidence in
males by soliciting volunteers
from the service's regular patients.
About 200 men will be needed
to accurately complete the
study, but so far there have only
been 40 or 50 participants, Kaplan said.
Many men are reluctant to
volunteer for the study because
they are afraid the procedure
will be painful. A thin cotton
swab is inserted into the tip of

BEIRUT (AP) - A group calling itself the Revolutionary Justice Organization claimed
responsibility yesterday for the
kidnapping of American accountant Joseph Cicippio. It also said
it was holding a Frenchman
whose abduction had not been
reported previously.
The claim was made in a
statement delivered to the independent Beirut newspaper AnNabar shortly before dawn.
The handwritten Arabic
statement, accompanied by pictures of the two men in captivity, claimed that Cicippio was a
us. spy and that the Frenchman, identified as Marcel Coudry, worked for the French
secret service counterterrorism
department.
It accused the United States,
France and Israel of "preparing
for an aggression against our
oppressedpeople under the pretext of terrorism," and said both
men would be put on trial.
The statement, which was
translated by The Associated
Press, also accused the French
government of reneging on unspecified pledges allegedly
made in negotiations to resolve
previous kidnappings.
THE REVOLUTIONARY Justice Organization previously has
claimed responsibility for the
abduction of four French television crewmen last March 8,
two of whom were released June
20. The group is believed to be
a See Hostage, page 4.

IF THE assaults are classified as
simple instead of aggravated, the corrected statistics from this year will
show up in next year's report, he said.

the penis, which Kaplan said
causes only mild discomfort.
In women, the test can be done
while performing routine Pap
smears, and therefore they have
been more willing to be tested,
he said.
Health service personnel are
supposed to ask all male patients if they are interested in
participating, but due to a very
busy schedule, many have not
had the time to do so. This has
slowed the study even further,
Kaplan said.
THE TEST costs $11, but for
the duration of the study, males
without symptoms can be tested
free of charge. The service has
tested over 1,000 women in the
past year, and it has found the
10-percent rate of infection remaining consistent, he said.
Chlamydia is one of the most
damaging sexually-transmitted
infections in the United States. It
G See Chlamydia, page 3.

Student injured
A University student from
Bowling Green is in Wood
County Hospital after he lost
control of his motorcycle early
yesterday.

Special orders don't upset us

BG News/Alex Horvath

Brad Barr, senior IPCO major, and Karen Cornwall, sophmore MIS major, prepare pizzas al The Pizza
Outlet in the University Union.

City police said University
sophomore David Simpson, 21,
of 844 Standish Dr., was westbound on West Poe Road at
about 2:45 a.m. yesterday. He
was not able to negotiate the
dogleg curve just west of North
Main Street, and the motorcycle
struck the curb in front of 110 W.

Poe Rd. Simpson lost control
of the motorcycle when it struck
the curb, police said.
Simpson was wearing full protective gear, including a helmet,
police said. He was taken to
Wood County Hospital with "minor visible" injuries, police said.
He was listed in stable condition yesterday afternoon, a hospital spokesperson said.
Police charged Simpson with
driving under the influence, failure to control, and operating a
motorcycle without an endorsement.

Ohio alters law Dine-and-dash penalties enforced
on child support
by Melissa McGUIlvray
staff reporter

Lottery adds claim clause
TOLEDO (AP) - People who
win the Ohio lottery will have to
sign a statement saying they do
not owe back child support payments before they receive their
winnings, according to a law
that became effective yesterday.
The law also makes it a felony
to willfully fall behind on payments for six months in a twoyear period, makes non-support
punishable by a fine of up to
$5,000 and two years in tail and
allows a judge to order the Lottery Commission to deduct a
specified amount of money if the
winner owes back payments.
"When it was a misdemeanor,
a lot of people considered it like
a parking ticket," said Geraldine Jensen, director of Association for Children for
Enforcement of Support, a nationwide child support advocacy
organisation based in Toledo.
"Parents were not taking their

obligation seriously."
She said the new law will
affect approximately 403,000
parents in Ohio who owe $700
million in child support payments.
Steve DeJohn, attorney for the
Ohio Lottery Commission, said
lottery officials currently deduct
winnings for child support if a
judge orders it. But the law now
requires winners of more than
$600 to sign an affidavit stating
whether or not they owe back
support. Lottery officials will
also check child support records
to determine if money is owed.
"THIS IS the first time that
Ohio has said this is a crime
against children, and they're
treating it as such," Ms. Jensen
said. "This sends a message to
parents who do not meet this
obligation that this is indeed
serious and punishable by up to
a $5,000 fine and two years in
Jail. It maybe will act as a
□ See Lottery, page 3.

People who dine at area restaurants and then dash off without paying are not lust playing a
harmless prank -they are committing a crime.

Marcy Wilks, a Student Legal
Services paralegal, said "dineand-dash is considered a first
degree petty theft, equivalent to
shoplifting. The maximum penalty for first-time offenders is
six months in jail and a $1,000
fine.
She said the offense is a common problem among students,
especially at the beginning of
the school year. SLS handles
three to five cases a week, she
said.
Many of the offenders do not
consider the action stealing, she
said.
"Most of them do it as a prank
or a dare," Wilks said. "Very
rarely is it because they don't
have the money to pay their
bill."
Myles' Pizza Pub, 516 E.
Wooster St., is one of many

establishments that prosecute
students who try to leave withoutpaying, Wilks said.
Chip Myles, owner of Myles'
Pizza, said he prosecutes every
time he catches a dine-anadasher.

"We've prosecuted about 24
people this (school) year," he
said. Myles said his employees
have been trained to watch for
signs that customers may leave
without paying. He estimates
they catch about 85 percent of
the offenders.
Of those caught, Myles said all
but one have been students.
ALTHOUGH HE has never
lost a case against a dine-anddasher in eight years, Myles
said he does not enjoy prosecuting the students. However, he
said he thinks it is necesssary to
prosecute.
"I do it because I think It's the
best solution to the problem," he
said. "If I had to chase everybody for my money, it would be
a losing proposition."
Myles agreed with Wilks that
some students do not consider
the action stealing.

"Whether you carry it out in your hands or
your stomach — if you don't pay, it's
stealing. It's the same as stealing from a
grocery store."
- Chip Myles, owner of Myles' Pizza
"Whether you carry it out in
your hands or your stomach - if
you don't pay, it's stealing," he
said. "It's the same as stealing
from a grocery store."
Myles also agreed that many
have the money to pay their bill.
Michaelle Crowley, city prosector, said many of the cases
involve bills of about $5 each.
"It's not worth it to have a
theft conviction on your record," she said.

SHE SAID the average penalty for first time dine-and-dashers is a $125 fine, restitution to
the business for the theft and up
to three years probation.
Like Myles, other establishments also prosecute for dineand-dash, she said.
Frisch's Big Boy Restaurants,

on South Main and East Wooster
streets, have curbed the problem somewhat by giving a bill to
every customer, she said.
This way offenders cannot use
the excuse that they left because
they thought their friends were
going to pay, she said.
Wilks said she doesn't think
students realize the seriousness
of the offense.
"THERE IS a higher percentage of students who dine-anddash than any other kind of
shoplifting," she said.
"They're always using the excuse. Tm a student - it was just
a joke,'" she said. "Just because you're a student doesn't
give you the right to break the

Editorial
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End age discrimination
A ee discrimination in the workplace has been a
xiiact of life for many older Americans. Some
employers have even required workers reaching
the age of 65 or 70 to obey a company-imposed
mandatory retirement age.
Tuesday, the U.S. House of Representatives
unanimously passed a bill which will abolish the
mandatory retirement age for most American
workers. The measure willexpand the federal law
which currently prohibits age discrimination in
employment for those between the ages of 40 and
70.
It is designed to allow individuals to continue
working as long as they are able to carry out their
duties.
The bill now goes on to the Senate for its approval.
Rep. Claude Pepper (D., Fla.), sponsor of the
bill, said age discrimination in employment is as
unjust as racial or religious discrimination. We
agree that legislation of this type is essential to
ensure that senior citizens have the same right to
earn a living as younger workers.
With the uncertain future of the Social Security
system, more and more senior citizens will be
faced with the problem of supporting themselves on
limited retirement benefits. If full participation in
the workforce is denied them, it is equivalent to
restricting the extent to which an entire segment of
society may be self-supporting.
A great many Americans who undergo forced
retirement are perfectly capable of continuing in
their positions.
Allowing older workers to remain in their jobs as
long as they are able will provide peace of mind to
many senior citizens. The Senate and President
Reagan should speed the passage of this legislation
and ensure that it becomes law.

'When in Rome, do as
by Mike Royko
Somebody recently walked
into a neighborhood post office
in Chicago and said to a window
clerk: "Deme un sello quarenta
y cuatro centavos, por favor."
Translated from Spanish, that
meant: "Please give me a 44cent stamp."
The clerk didn't understand.
So the customer went to aother
clerk and said the same thing.
Same results. A third clerk
didn't understand him, either.
It turned out that this person
was from a publication called
the Chicago Reporter, which
reports on racial and minority
issues.
He was checking to see
whether someone who speaks
only Spanish will be understood
in a Chicago post office.
He found that most of the
time, they won't be. So this
experience, as well as several
others, was recently described
in the Chicago Reporter, under a
headline that said: "Quality of
Service Poor at Hispanic Post
Offices."
While I have great respect for
this fine little publication, I
think it is a little confused on this
issue.
For one thing, they use the
words "Hispanic Post Offices."
That's not accurate.
While that post office is in a
neighborhood with a sizable Hispanic population, it's part of the
United States Postal Service,
not a Hispanic Postal Service.
And I'm quite sure that if
someone walked into any post
office in Chicago and asked tor a
44-cent stamp in Italian, Greek,
Polish, Lithuanian, German,

Gaelic, Norwegian, Korean, or
any other foreign language, they
would have a nard time being
understood.
That's because the language
commonly used in this country
is English. It is, in fact, the
official language of the state of
Illinois.
I'm not unsympathetic to the
problems of people who don't
speak the language of a country
in which they choose to live or
visit. My father couldn't speak
English when he came here as a
boy. And his problem was compounded by the fact that he
immediately took a job on a coal
barge instead of going to school
where he could learn the language. Times were hard.
But he managed to learn to
speak passable English anyway,
lust as he learned to write it on
his own.
And by the time be was a
young man, he was quite capable of buying a 44-cent stamp in
any post office in the land.
It's really the simplest solution: Leam the language. That's
why most of the foreign-born
people who came to this country
were eventually able to buy 44cent stamps. They learned how
to say "44-cent stamp."
It might have sounded something Eke "Vorty Vor Zent
Shtamp," or "Worry Wor Yent
Yamp, but it was close enough
to get the job done.
But even without knowing the
language, there's another shortterm solution to the problem of
ordering a 44-cent stamp.
I've used it myself when I
found myself not being understood in France, Italy, Germany
and a few other countries I've
visited.
I don't know how to say "44-

CWlLSERMtCE
T6&T me>

Friday night and I'm Uptownbound. Sporting jeans and a
black pin-striped shirt, I'm
dressed to kill - I'm on the hunt
for women.
Although clothing preference
is important, no man is completely dressed until he has a
splash of that renowned aphrodisiac, Polo, on each neatly shaven cheek.
Cruising into the dance room,
the unavoidable sight of countless men lined up like cattle by
the dance floor reminds me of

the fresh beginning of a new
football season - everyone has
at least a chance of scoring at
this point of the evening.
Any man looks twice as good
with a mixed drink in his hand.
However, remembering that
this privilege is not yet available
to me, I purchase a Michelob.
the closest thing to a mixed
drink beer has to offer. A.few
healthy swigs to wake up my
dormant taste buds, and it's
time for the games to begin.
As I lean an elbow against the
stand-up bar, I view my beer
through the colored dance lights
and prepare to take the all-important "Michelob Test."
Looking around the bottle to find
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a small, yet noticeable, part of
the label (shaped like a halfcircle) that extends down from
the entire lable itself. Grabbing
this tab and pulling upward, I
rip the lable only to nave the rip
fall short of the distinguishable
red Michelob ribbon at the top of
the label. According to myth, if
the rip runs through the red
Michelob ribbon, the "ripper"
will "get lucky" tonight.

One hour later (and one sixpack later) the women who I had
originally perceived to be physically unappealing are now
strangely starting to look much
more acceptable. I am suffering
from what the ancient Mesopotamians called "beergoggles, a
pride-shattering and dangerous
disease that fools the senses into
believing certain women are
appealing, when, in fact, they
are quite the opposite. This isn't
all that alarming ... now. But
when one's senses gradually are
replenished the following morning, a man could regretfully find
himself repeating the old adage,
"I never went to bed with an
ugly girl, but I sure woke up with
afew."
Two hours and nine beers
later, I refuse to succumb to
and sink to any
lit is
: a "no-prMer" night for me.
(Writer's note: a^no-prider"
night is when one goes out for
the night with the sole intent of
"getting lucky" with anyone...
or anything for that matter). I
now meticulously scan the
dance floor for a female prospect to approach when "crunchtlme*' comes along.
"Crunchtime," although effective in describing the action, is a
rather prehistoric name for slow
dance time

As the instrumental sounds of
"Chicago" suddenly interrupt
the sounds of "The Gap Band?' I
now realize, in my drunken stupor, that it is "crunchtime." I
turn around to purchase one last
beer before I pass out only to
joyfully find a gorgeous brunette
leaning no more than inches
from my swaying body. She asks
me to dance, and we're out on
the dance floor within seconds.
Seductively, she pleads with me
to walk her back to her dorm.
Being the chivalrous gentleman
that most men are, I agree, and
by doing so, "get lucky!"
Except for the last paragraph,
this story is basically reality.
However, the last paragraph,
much to my chagrin, is more
appropriate for a "Fantasy Island" episode. Reality is that I
drank a few more pitchers with
my male cohorts, stumbled
home and crashed (alone) onto
the unmade bed in my filthy
dorm Needless to say, the hunt
is over.
Barrett is a Junior, graphic
design major trom Cleveland.

grant who couldn't speak English.
His first day here, he went into
a diner and heard someone say
"apple pie and coffee." So he
said," Appa pie and coffee." For
days, all he ate was apple pie
and coffee, since that was the
only phrase he knew.
Finally, another Greek told
him how to say "ham sandwich."
He eagerly went to a diner and
said, "Ham sandwich."
The waitress asked: "White or
rye?"
Panicking, he shouted: "Ham
sandwich!''
She barked: "White or rye?
He sighed and said, "Appa pie
and coffee."
See? But if he had one of those
little translation books, be could
have had the ham on whole
wheat bread with mustard and a
slice of onion.
As well as a 44-cent stamp.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Letters
Legislation misleading
I read, with interest, the article in the September 23 issue of
The BG News relative to Randall Gardner's comments on the
issue of raising Ohio's minimum
drinking age.
This topic has received media
attention on numerous occasions
and. it seems, such attention is
likely to increase now that the
October 1 deadline is so near particularly since, as Mr. Gardner was quoted as saying. "Before the final deadline,
(legislation to raise the minimum drinking age) is likely to
pass."
My question is: how many
times do we have to be subjected
to such technically correct, but
misleading references as
(according to Gardner, for example): 'In 1983, 70 percent of
the people in Wood Countywanted to keep the (drinking)
age at 19."

On the hunt for lady luck
by Patrick Barrett

cent stamp" in French, Italian
or German. But if I wanted such
a stamp, all I'd have to do is look
in one of those pocket-sized language books that are widely
available.
I'd look up 44 in French, Italian or German, then look up the
word stamp.
I know it isn't difficult because
I've done it many times. I've
bought stamps, clothes, ordered
meals, asked directions, and
muddled my way through other
encounters. Nobody complimented me on my fluency, but at
least I was understood.
It never occurred to me to be
offended because they didn't
speak English, even though millions of Americans travel to
their country as tourists, or on
business or to fight wars. They
have their own languages and it
was up to me to make myself
understood, not the other way
around.
All of which reminds me of the
old story of the Greek immi-

It would have been slightly
more correct for Mr. Gardner to
say that 70 percent of the people
of Wood County wbo voted in the
November 1963 election wanted
to keep the age at 19.
Unfortunately, however, that
statement, too, would have been
less than accurate and misleading. Those of us who are concerned about alcohol-related
automobile deaths, which is the
largest cause of death for people
between the ages of 18-21, will
remember that the constitutional amendment on the ballot
in 1963 involved something more
than simply raising the minimum drinking age to 21.
As a supporter of efforts to
raise the drinking age, I was
very disconcerted when I had to
vote "No" on the issue. Specifically, the language of the 1983
amendment, in addition to raising the minimum drinking age
to 21, would have invalidated
"current law which allows parents to furnish alcohol" to their
minor children and would have
required their legislature to establish penalties for doing so.
Therefore, parents or guardians would not have been able to
permit a 19/20-year-old child, to.
tor instance, drink a glass of
wine, in their own home for a
special occasion, without fear of
prosecution. As a result, if this
amendment had passed, if two
20-year-old people decided to get
married (parental consent is not
necessary after the age of 18),
they would not have been able to
consume a glass of champagne,
provided by someone over the
age of 21, at their own wedding.
As a responsible parent, this
was far too much of an intrusion
into my personal life for me to
support. In addition, I spoke
with many other people who
shared the same opinion. Moreover, I believe that, if we had
been given an amendment including only the issue of raising
the minimum drinking age. the
amendment would have been

BLOOM COUNTY
NOTUMIDeUCHt
/» arm MtfOKX fOK
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supported by Ohio voters.
I've often wondered
where/why this extra language
was included in this proposed
amendment to begin with. Perhaps the people who are making
lots of money from 18- to 21year-olds consuming alcohol
and were able to persuade someone with the right connections to
see that this language was
added to an otherwise straightforward issue to help insure its
failure?
In conclusion, the next time
you near/read a reference to the
Surported claim that voters in
bio voted against raising the
drinking age to 21 in 1983, remember, this is an incomplete
and, in fact, misleading
statement.
It's a moot point, since, as all
rational human beings realize,
the state of Ohio cannot afford to
lose millions of dollars in federal
highway funds.
Therefore, Ohio will be forced
to raise the minimum drinking
age before the final deadline
and, on a technicality (data
shows that in every state which
has raised its minimum drinking age, alcohol-related traffic
deaths have decreased), save
human lives.
Patricia Wise
Word Processing Specialist
College of Education and
Allied Professions

War Is still war
In response to an article by
Senator Simon ("Smart dollars
spent on conventional weaponry," The BG News, Sept. ll)
let me just say:
My family, living in a small
town 10 miles away from the
West German border, probably
would not see any noticeable
difference in being killed either
by atomic bombs or in a socalled "conventional war" for
the purpose of "protecting the
Western World!"
Relnhard Geiger
803 Fifth St, Apt. Bl

Respond
77* BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number, must
be included in all letters to the
editor.
University students writing
columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
All submissions should be
typed and double-spaced.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
2M West Han

by Berke Breathed
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Non-alcoholic party gets support
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

Having a local bar help sponsor a non-alcoholic party would
seem to be a contradiction of
sorts.
Unless the bar management
believes the cause is so good that
it deserves to be supported.
Bill Gamble, general manager
of Uptown/Downtown, said
Never Again's non-alcoholic
party in Old Fraternity Row last
night was an event which warranted everyone's backing.
"I'm happy to help support
this cause, Gamble said. "It
does seem to be a contrast, with
me being associated with a bar;
but people, especially young
people, have to learn how to
drink properly. If we are all
doing this and educating, it has
to help."
"I think Never Again showed
you can have fun and not drink
anything."
Gamble, who donated several
cases of non-alcoholic chamKgne, was one of numerous
:al businessmen who helped
back the party.
The Never Again campaign,
designed to curb drinking and
driving, was organized in March
1985, when two University students, Kevin Ross and Steve
Hanna, were killed by a drunk
driver. The parents of Ross and
Hanna have been very supportive of the campaign, according
to Karen Abruzzi, publicity director for Never Again.
"The Rosses donated 500
Never Again T-shirts and the
Hannas have been extremely

supportive in our efforts,"
Abruzzi, senior journalism major said. "Just about everything
was donated. We have had great
support."
Carol Evans, president of
Never Again, said she was
pleased with the way the event
was going.
"I'm glad the weather held off
for us, the senior special education major said. ''The atmosphere and spirit has been
wonderful. Everyone seems to
be having a great time - without
alcohol. I see a lot of 21- and 22Jear olds having fun here, not
ust 18-year olds."
The events held at the party,
which was part of Greek Week,
included a dunking booth, piethrowing contest, exhibitions by
a unicyclist, and a mocktall
(non-alcoholic beverage) contest.
Steve Evans, senior comprehensive science major, said he
needed a study break and decided to stop by the non-alcoholic function.
"I don't drink," he said, "so I
like to see this. Drinking and
driving don't go together. This
type of party may nave to become more common with the
drinking age being raised.
Maybe this is a trendsetter."
Evans wasn't the only one
having a good time. Eric Pezzo,
sophomore education major,
echoed Evans' sentiments.
"A statement has to be made
against drinking and driving,"
Pezzo said. "This party proves
you can have a good time without alcohol."

Lottery

□ Continued from page 1.
deterrent, also."
The law also allows for extradition of non-paying parents
who live in other states.
"That was a big factor.
When it is a misdemeanor, you
cannot extradite someone.
That's a real big problem" in
cities near the state line, Ms.

Jensen said. Non-paying parents
move across the state line to
avoid payment, she said.
In Columbus, the Senate conducted the first hearing
yesterday on a bill that would
allow parents to file liens
against the real or personal
property of a spouse who fails to
pay support.

BG News/Rob Upton
Jeff Reinhardt. sophomore accounting major,
alcoholic party.

lofts

pie at

Jeff

Fix, senior business major, at the pie throw at Never Again's non-

Chlamydia
D Continued from page 1.
causes a spectrum of diseases
similar to, and as serious as,
gonorrhea. Symptoms of the disease include abdominal pain,
pain during urination and abnormal vaginal discharge.
However, the problem with
chlamydia is that in many
cases, it has no symptoms, and

victims are often unaware they
are infected until they are unable to have children, as chlamydia can cause infertility.
National literature suggests
men have symptoms more often
than women do when infected,
and Kaplan said the service is
especially interested in seeing if
this is true at the University.

September

HOURS:
Monday & Friday
11:30-3:30

Well so are we at
the Video Spectrum
That's why we have
the largest selection
of movies in
Bowling Green...
5000 in all!

Phone:
372-2486

We have all the
newest movie
releases, plus
our special
no hassle
service...

Location:
Buckeye Room,
University Union

including
•movie reservation
•24 hr. drop-off
•no membership
required
•VCR Rentals

RENT ONE MOVIE
AT REGULAR PRICE,
GET* SECOND
MOVIE FORM-!

VIDEO SPECTRUM

MOO OUt N0»TMJK

|i|i MMIIC
Undergraduate Student Government

STUDENT COURT [@ Little Caesais Pizza I
Pay for one. Toke home two.

*********************************

I

■■HUM V»W»IE COUPON H BM HH BBH HBH HBI VALUABLE COUPON ■■■■■■mjl

Applications for Student Court Staff
Are Now Available at 405 Student Services Building:
September 23n,-September 30*
Interviews to be held:
September 30th & October 1*********************************

* All majors & grades welcome
*********************************

TWO MEDIUM
PIZZAS

I
I
I $T95
I
I

with your choice of
2 toppings

7

Offer
Expires 10/1/86

I

Valid with coupon u
participating Little
Ona coupon
par custom*

CMMI

Topping* include pepperoni. ham, bacon, ground beef.
Italian sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, on ion t
Hoi peppers end anchovies upon request.
^
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I TWO LARGE
PIZZAS

MUMBLE COUPON I

112 Mercer St.

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

/-.it ,
Otter

I
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I
I
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PArtlctpalIng Lmlo
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Bowling Green. Ohio

354-6500

OPEN 11:00 o.m. DAILY FOR LUNCH
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Faculty-staff lots to get
200 additional spaces
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter
In an attempt to alleviate overcrowding in
faculty and staff parking lots, 200 more parking
spaces will be made available over the next two
years. .
Two new restrictions on use of faculty lots have
alreadv made about 90 more spaces available,
according to Jean Yamell, manager of Support,
Parking and Traffic division.
She said persons who drive state-owned vehicles
must now park in lots off of the central campus at
night and leave their personal vehicles off of the
central campus during the day. This releases
about 15 to 20 spaces at any time by preventing
one person from naving two vehicles on campus at
the same time.
Emergency vehicles such as police cruisers and
health center transports, vehicles used by several
persons at the same time such as ROTC vehicles,
and those used in off-hours are excluded from the

restrictions, she said.
A restriction on parking for teaching fellows has
opened the remaining 65 to 75 spaces, she said.
Previously, teaching fellows received commuter and faculty/staff parking stickers. Now
they are allowed to use only commuter and
faculty/staff lots K and R. This makes more room,
but the rule does have a grandfather clause which
allows teaching fellows who had contracts last
year access to additional faculty lots, she said.
THE REMAINING spaces will be made available next year by expanding two faculty lots.
"We hope to renovate and expand faculty parking lots A and G, making 110 new parking spaces,"
Yamell said.
Lot G is north of the Commons and will be
extended north to the sidewalk, adding two rows of
parking. Lot A If west of Kohl Hall.
"Not only will it add parking spaces in this area,
it will improve the flow of traffic and safety of
pedestrians," she said.

Campus Escort Service
eases fear of the dark
'h.ilin

Water Pick
Freshly poured concrete at Jerome Library is water-sandblasted by Tom Mathia, of Mosier Construction The fresh concrete is sandblasted to give it a textured appearance.

Hostage
Continued from page 1.
made up of pro-Iranian Shiite
Moslems.
Cicippio, 56, originally from
Norristown, Pa., was kidnapped
Sept. 12 by four gunmen on the
campus of the American University of Beirut, where he was the
acting comptroller.
The Revolutionary Justice
Organization said it kidnapped
Coudry in Christian east Beirut.
It did not say when or give
further details.

In Paris, a French Foreign
Ministry official disclosed that a
French citizen named Marcel
Khodari, who had been living in
Beirut, disappeared in February.
The official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, would
not say whether Khodari might
be the Coudry mentioned in the
statement.
A French Embassy official
in Beirut said he had no record
of a Frenchman named Marcel
Coudry being in Lebanon.

Howard's club H
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG

CRUCIAL
DBC
Thursday,
Friday &
Saturday
September 25 - 27
210 N. Main

No Cover

Take TIME OUT
for Sports.
Enjoy W BCiU-TV's weekly
(ports magazine, with
football highlights, interviews and profiles of
BGSL's outstanding athletes and coaches. Cathy
Pratt hosts.

An An-Nahar editor, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said
an envelope containing the
statement and photographs of
Cicippio and Coudry in captivity
was delivered to the newspaper's office in west Beirut.
ANOTHER GROUP, the Arab
Revolutionary Cells-Omar
Moukhtar Forces, claimed Sept.
14 that it kidnapped Cicippio and
American educator Frank Herbert Reed, who was seized by
gunmen who intercepted his car
in west Beirut on Sept. 9.
However, it did not provide
photographs of them in captivity
to support its claim.

by Patrick Murphy
reporter
Walking alone at night can be
a frightening experience, even
on a college campus. But a University graduate student says
people don't have to be afraid
because they don't have to walk
alone.
"If someone wants to go out at
night and not feel terrorized by
the unknown, they should feel
free to do so," said James Coon,
graduate student in interpersonal communication and assistant coordinator of the Escort
Service.
Escort Service Coordinator
David Ferkins, junior social
studies major, said that the
service is provided to help make
the campus more safe.
The service, which is in its
fifth year, is located in the basement of Moseley Hall. It is available Sundays through
Thursdays from 8 p.m. to midnight. Ferkins said the hours
will be extended during the win-

Student
Recreation
Center

WBGU

TV27
WWUKIUW M(lll\(,'

"CAMPUS POLICY does not
promote the use of alcohol by
students and if we were to escort
to the bars, it would seem that
we are promoting its use. Therefore, taking people to bars is
against our policy," Coon said.
New this year is an escort
service car. The car is to be used
for escorts which require traveling long distances, Ferkins said.
In the past, cars were brought
by escort service volunteers,
Ferkins said.
"Currently, there are 20 to 30
calls a night," he said. "Usually
in the fall, the service is not
widely used. But as the semester
progresses, a normal night
might include 40 to 50 calls,"
Ferkins said.
Janel Haggerty, junior mar-

keting major, is happy the service is available.
"Students and faculty don't
have to walk across campus by
themselves at night," she said.
Students may obtain an escort
by calling the Escort Service
and giving their names, pick-up
points, destinations, times and
descriptions of what sort of
clothing they are wearing.
The escorts are easily identifiable, Ferkins said. All escorts
must wear a bright orange and
yellow vest with a green photo
ID. attached to the front of the
vest. They also carry portable
two-way radios, Ferkins said.
ALL RADIO conversations
are monitored by the University's Department of Public
Safety for security purposes,
Ferkins said.
"We want to make sure that
everyone who would like to go
out at night can, without the fear
of being harassed or followed,"
said Escort Scott Rusher, junior
electronics major.

AUDITIONS

8th ANNUAL TRIATHLON
Saturday, October 18

for FASHION MODELS
Both Male and Female

Volunteers Needed

regardless of race for
MINORITY AFFAIRS HOMECOMING

Must attend one meeting
Tuesday, October 7
And/or Wednesday, October 8
7:30 p.m. SRC Conference Room
Contact Tammy Summers 372-2711
for more information.

FASHION SHOW
be held Monday Sept. 29
6-9 p.m. in the Amani Room

'/.■/SS//>'f//ffSSf//SS//S//''/'S>/S/S/SA f/StSf. S////S; 'SSS''S>'S-'SsSSS/-SSS//S/-SSSS/S/S/SSSS////SSSSS//-S/Sf A*.

STUDENTS

WHERE WILL YOU GO
THIS YEAR TO MEET YOUR
FRIENDS & TO HAVE FUN?

TIME OUT
Thursdays 530 & 11 p.m.

ter months.
Students or staff members
may get a volunteer to escort
them anywhere within the city
limits of Bowling Green. Escorts
are not provided for journeys to
the bars, though.

Put Bentley's Saloon in the
Holiday Inn on your schedule.
.
4J£

Monday through Saturday enjoy special
drinks at special prices! And don't forget the
Bentley's Happy Hour, every night from 4-9
p.m. Featuring our famous Sip n Dip!

StUrV
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PI BETA PHI
would like to congratulate
its new fall pledge officers!
PRESIDENTVPM0RALVPMENTALVPS0OALSECRETARYTREASURERSOCIAL CHAIRMANHISDT0RIANCENS0RS-

Bobbie Hdbing
Paulette Kikta
Caryn Wilkinson
MaryJoRkaca
Kate Mountcasde
Beth Cherryholmes
UsaPattison
Bethany Fohz
Susan Shambaugh
KelHWeiner

1550 E. Wooster, B.G. 352-5211

im* IIB* IIB* im* IIB* im* im* IIB* TO* IIB* nw nw ♦

Elsewhere
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News Briefs
Judge may move Home State trial

Titanic buff to open museum

CINCINNATI (AP)-A judge
said yesterday he may have to
move the trial of three former
Home State Savings Bank principals out of Cincinnati because
Home State's 1985 collapse left
too many victims who would be
ineligible to serve on the jury.

SIDNEY, Ohio (AP)-Artist
John Whitman isn't kidding
when be says, "I eat, sleep and
drink the Titanic."

Hamilton County Common
Pleas Judge Richard Niehaus
said he will decide Oct. 22
whether there are enough directly affected victims of Home
State's May 1965 collapse to
force moving the trial, which he
estimates wul last two months.
He said that if he decides the
trial must be moved, it will go to
Georgetown, Ohio, 40 miles
southeast of Cincinnati.
Niehaus ruled yesterday that
Home State depositors, their
relatives and Home State debenture holders all will be legally
ineligible to serve on the trial

Jr. He concluded that, under
o law, those groups of people
would be presumed to have a
direct interest in the trial's outcome that would prevent them
from serving as impartial jurors.
The judge asked state special
prosecutor Lawrence Kane Jr.
to provide the court with specific
numbers of how many Home
State depositors and debenture
holders there are. Niehaus said
the total might exceed Hamilton
County's approximately 496,000
registered voters. The county
uses voter lists to summon prospective jurors.
NIEHAUS ALSO repeatedly
warned defense and prosecution
lawyers yesterday mat he will
tolerate no delays that could
postpone the trial's Nov. 17
start. He ordered lawyers to
share documents each side intends to use in the trial.

Space probe to get comet sample
NEW YORK (AP) - The European Space Agency has committed |400 million to a mission
to land a space probe on a comet
and bring back as much as 30
pounds of its nucleus to Earth, a
scientist said yesterday.
"We're not just talking about
a hypothetical mission - it's
going to fly," said John Wood of
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cainbridge, Mass. The launch could
come as early as 1995, he said,
but likely will be at least several
years later than that.
Wood, a geologist, is a member of a committee of U.S. and
European scientists who have
been meeting for a year to propose experiments for the unmanned flight and are just
completing their report to the
European Space Agency.
He delivered a report on the

status of the mission to the Meteoritical Society, which is holding
its annual meeting this week at
the American Museum of Natural History.
Only once before have extraterrestrial materials been harvested and brought back to
Earth-in a series of manned
Apollo missions to the moon in
the 1970s. The comet samples
would come from much farther
away, however, with the sampling point being between 350
million and 550 million miles
from Earth, Wood said.
THE SPACECRAFT may also
be the first to use a new form of
interplanetary propulsion, in
which solar cells would produce
electricity to heat a vaporized
liquid, such as mercury, Wood
explained. The mercury vapor
would provide a steady propulsion at a lower cost than conventional rocket fuel.

After 30 years of collecting
memorabilia of the sunken luxury liner, Whitman plans to open
a Titanic museum at his Artist
Cove Institute here next March,
one month before the 75th anniversary of the disaster.
"What I want to do is keep the
memory alive because it was the
most beautiful ship and the largest ship of the era," Whitman
said yesterday. He wants people
to "at least remember the chivalry of that night."
The "unsinkable" Titanic, 882
feet long, collided with an iceberg and sank in the Atlantic en
route from England to New
York on April 14,1912. As many
as 1,522 people died. Various
accounts say from 705 to 719

survived.
Whitman, 40, has five rooms of
Titanic-era items at the school
he founded in farm country in
west central Ohio 14 years ago.
More books, sheet music, pictures and drawings remain
packed.
He aims to get an original
Titanic deck chair on a trip to
England next month and wants
to build a 20-foot model of the
ship.
MANY OF the items are donated by other buffs, but Whitman said he's also spent
thousands of dollars. He said if
he knew exactly how much, "I
think it would scare me."
He also will travel to California to meet one of the 20 remaining survivors, Ruth Blanchard,
and said she has offered to cut
the ribbon at the museum opening.

Drug use increasing among doctors
BOSTON (AP)-Nearly 40
percent of doctors under age 40
admitted in a survey that they
used marijuana or cocaine to get
high with friends, and a quarter
of doctors of all ages said they
recently treated themselves
with mind-affecting drugs.
Overall, more than half the
physicians and three-quarters of
the medical students who participated in the Harvard University survey said they have used
drugs at least once for self-treatment, to get high or to help them
stay awake.
Only 1 percent of the doctors
surveyed said their drug use had
ever caused them to give poor
care to patients.
Most physicians use these
drugs only occasionally, If at all.
But the researchers say medical
students and young doctors are
more experienced with drugs

than are older physicians. And
they predict that the proportion
of drug-taking doctors will grow
as medical students set up practice and take their habits with
them.
"Perhaps for the first time,"
they wrote, "appreciable although small proportions of persons entering medicine have
histories of extensive drug use
and dependence."
BUT THEY concluded that the
drug use they found "should not
be cause for great alarm," because it simply reflects growing
drug use throughout American
life.
"When psvehoactive drug use
becomes a fad and is approved
by society, lust about all groups
Set involved." said Dr. William
IcAuliffe, the study's director.
"That includes the people who
are usually the keepers of the
drugs."

French minister
appeals to U.N.
to end terrorism
UNITED NATIONS (AP) Prime Minister Jacques
Chirac of France urged the
United Nations yesterday to
stamp out international terrorism, which has cost his
country nine lives in the past
two weeks.
Chirac told the 41st General
Assembly that terrorism is
the most urgent challenge to
the world and requires concrete counter-measures, including joint action to
improve security in the air
and on the sea.
"The tragic events in Istanbul, Karachi and Paris prove
once again that terrorism has
become the systematic
weapon of a war that knows
no borders or seldom has a
face," Chirac told delegates.
Nine people have been
killed and more than 160 injured in five bombings in Paris since Sept. 8.
Terrorists stormed a synagogue in Istanbul, Turkey, on
Sept. 6, killing 21 worshipers.
Two gunmen also were killed.
Twenty people were killed
after hijackers opened fire
inside a Pan Am jetliner in
Karachi, Pakistan, on Sept. 5.
CHIRAC REMINDED delegates that among terrorism's
victims are the French.
American and British hostages held in Lebanon. Word
of another French kidnap victim in Lebanon came yesterday, when a group called
Revolutionary Justice

claimed it abducted a man
the group called a French
secret service agent.
Chirac, who entered the
U.N. building behind a phalanx of American security
agents, said terrorism
"would take us back to ages
we thought were long gone if
we allow it a freehand to
corrupt democracies and destroy the basic rules of international life."
The French prime minister
addressed the third day of the
assembly's so-called "general debate," which features
a parade of government leaders from among the 159 U.N.
member states.
Other speakers yesterday
included Mexican President
Miguel de la Madrid and
Chinese Foreign Minister Wu
Xuequian.
In his speech, Chirac said
countries have "not always
shown the necessary lucidity
toward this scourge (terrorism) which some would like
us to think is the sole means
of expression of the oppressed.
"THE ODIOUS methods it
uses, the slaughter of innocent people perpetrated in
free societies, the ongoing
blackmail over the lives of
hostages rule out our confusing, even in some small way,
those actions with genuine
resistance," Chirac said.
He condemned states "willing to close their eyes to terrorist activities."
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All of us at the Balloonman
hope to see you this fall.
Bunny, Lifeguard, Kitty, Clown. Gorilla
Not Pictured: Bellydoncot. Mr. Wonderful. Flex

MR. BOJMGLES

8a.m.-5p.m.
Union Foyer
Free Refreshments

893 8. MAIN

The Balloonman 352-6061, anytime
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Not a "Limited Time Special Offer"
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REVIEW
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Our Everyday
Year — Round
Prices

DC

to fill your prescription
with professionally fitted

LU

TOP QUALITY
EYEGLASSES
PRICES INCLUDE LENSES & FRAME, COMPLETE

Q.

GREEK LETTERS DAY
WEAR YOUR LETTERS PROUD!

GREEK WEEK '86
"ALL THE RAGE"
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The solar-powered Casio HS-8
never needs batteries! It has
all the features you need" in
a compact calculator,
including independent memory
per cent and square root.
It's powerful, compact and
affordable.

$

4. 26

Avaiiafcte at the ELECTRONICS FESTIVAL
September 30, October 1 & 2 8:00am - 5:00pm
University Bookstore
Student Services Building Forum

Most Clear Glass

Standard

Single Vision Lens Rx

Glass Bifocals

34 88

54 88

Choose from over 1000 current fashion frames
Only tinted, plastic, overpower and oversized lenses priced higher
For Soft Contact lens call office below

Sports
Falcons defeat Chips
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2-1 victory raises record to 5-1-1
by Matt Wlnkeljohn
sports reporter

The Falcon soccer team put
the shoe back on the right toot
yesterday when they defeated
Central Michigan 2-1 at Mickey
Cochrane Field. Bowling Green
now owns a 5-1-1 record.
A disappointing 2-0 loss at
Indiana Friday broke a threegame BG winning streak and
stopped a Falcon four-game
shutout string. Considering that
debacle, senior forward Nan
Shin said the victory over CMU
was a particularly healthy one.
"This win is good for us because we lost some confidence
after the III game," Shin said.
"We went into the game with a
Cd attitude. And people have
n working hard in practice.
We came out and put a lot of
pressure on them."
BG did in fact pressure the
Chippewas. In the process of
outshooting Central 18-1, the
Falcons played perhaps the best
half of their young season. BG
head coach Gary Palmisano
said he was pleased with his
team's early play.
"In the first half we had good
movement, we were making
good passes and we were creating opportunities," he said.
"We dia a good job of hitting the
open man, we weren't holding
the ball (too long). I thought the
midfield played particularly
well."
The Falcons first score came
9:46 into the game. After Chip-

pewa goalie Chris Deperno deflected a shot from BG's Jon
F el ton, Shin pounced on the rebound and kicked it in from
about six feet for his fourth goal
of the year.
FELTON RECEIVED an assist on the play.
Falcon co-captain Gary Mezicotte said BG's next goal was a
result of the best-laid plans.
"It was a designed play. Kasten kicks the ball in from the
corner and my job is to stand at
the near post and redirect the
ball if it comes to me," Mexicotte said. "The ball was right
there and I just headed it into
the middle to whoever was
there."
Mexicotte's partner-in-crime,
co-captain Larry Valbuena, was
in the right place at the right
time and Kasten's corner kick
became a score - via the heads
of Mexicotte and Valbuena.
With 23:42 remaining in the
first half BG led 24.
Bowling Green appeared to
have taken up where it left off
until a disputed CMU goal
changed the complexion of the
game.
As CMU back Scott Archer
was dribbling in the right side of
the Falcons defensive half of
the field, Chippewa forward Bob
Lipka broke behind the BG defense from the left side.
With Lipka 8-12 yards ahead of
the ball's progress, and
Loescher the only Falcon between him and the goal. Archer
passed crossfield to Lipka.

LOESCHER WAS forced to
make a quick decision.
"I went forward to make a
play... I thought if I could apply pressure he would make a
mistake," The Denver, Colo.,
native said. "Or at least I could
buy some time for my defense to
get back. The guy made a good
play, but he was offsides."
Lipka chipped a blooper over
the oncoming Loescher and with
33:10 remaining in the game,
Central became the first BG
opponent to score this fall in a
Falcons' home game.
Palmisano said the Chippewas
Kyed a different game after
goal.
"When they got the goal it
pumped some life into their
team. But that goal should have
had no effect on the game, it
should have been 4-nilat that
point," Palmisano said. "After
that the soccer was totally out of
control."
Indeed after the CMU goal,
the two teams bandied the ball
about with reckless abandon.
The Falcons played some
sound soccer yesterday, but the
BG mentor was concerned with
an apparent drop in intensity
after the Central goal.
"What concerns us is, can we
sustain (the intensity) for an
entire match," Palmisano said.
"You can play well and trade
scoring opportunities with an
rnent, but if you don't score
other team is still in the
game. We have to capitalize on
the opportunities."

BG News/Ale* Horvaih
Falcons' midfielder lie Kocevski gels around
Central Michigan
defender
Brent Wasik on his way to
the cnippewa goal. His shot missed high, but BG edged CMU 21 yesterday at Mickey Cochrane
Field.

Student Recreation Center

7.6 K Homecoming Run
Sat. Oct. 11
8:30 a.m.
Registration Oct. 10 SRC main office
or 8:00 - 8:30 a.m. on Oct. 11
Faculty, Staff, Students & Alumni Welcome!

A special thanks goes out
to all the area businesses
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THURSDAYS STUDENTS WITH
VALID ID ONLY $2.00
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AbOUt laStPe Very Afrai
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who supported the college during fallfest.

Yum Yum Tree*Uptown Main SWhe Arrangement
Pisanello's Pizza»Myles Pizza Pub & Dairy Queen
Phoenix Palace*Sundance*Aspen«Little Ceasars Pizza
Mr. Spots»Rocky Rococco's Pizza*Wizard Graphics
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Polleye's*Hair Unlimited'The Balloonman
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Zelenak's
Fresh daily:
Homemade Streusal filled coffee cake
blueberry, apple & cherry
Ask any SAE just how delicious they are!

Fresh every Thursday:
From the Amish CountryHomemade Bread Angel Food Cakes

Pumpernickle, White,
Honey, Whole Wheat

White, Chocolate,
Maple nut, Raspberry Strawberry

Homemade Dinner Rolls + Hamburger Buns

""Zelenak's OS**

17708 N. Dixie Hwy. ■ Next to B.Q. Beverage
Hours: 9am-7pm Mon.-Fri., 9am-6pm Saturday

On sole »f Kmko'%:

B KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
$1.00
$1.20
5 .li
5'.d»
$1.80

$2.30
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America's pastime lingers on Falcon assistant
Why does the season continue even after
the playoff teams have been decided?
Once the four division winners are
mathematically found, get right to the
playoffs. Who cares if the Twins beat
Milwaukee by .that time of the year?

Karl's Komments

A

by Karl Smith
quest columnist

Yesterday, for those of you
who did not read your pocket
calendar, marked the first day
of autumn.
Football season is upon us, the
race for the Heisman is well
underway and the baseball
schedule is still dragging on.
It seems like years ago I was
walking on the carpet of
Riverfront Stadium watching
Cincinnati take batting practice
before a game with the Astros,
but it was just last spring.
Much has transpired in the
national pastime, giving way to
a slew of observations • There was a time this year
when every team in the
American League East was
above .500. Yet, the AL West
almost had to ask one of their
teams to go to the playoffs. And
to all the people who respond
that the Royals were World
Champions last year, I have an
explanation.
There's is such a tremedous
competition in the AL East for
the lone playoff position that, by
the time they get to the
championship series, they're too
worn out. The winner of the
West, on the other hand, gets to

take batting practice against
Seattle and Minnesota for a
majority of the season.
• WHY DOES the season
continue even after the playoff
teams have been decided? Once
the four division winners are
mathematically found, get right
to the playoffs. Who cares if the
Twins beat Milwaukee by that
time of the year?
• The Cubs have run out of
luck and they deserve it. Their
team has never been good on the
road because their team is
tailor-made for the dimensions
of cozy Wrigley Field.
You ve got to win on the road
and Chicago just can't do it.
• I think it's great that
Cleveland and San Francisco
have been in the pennant race
most of the year. Maybe the
jokes will stop; at least for a
while.
• I hope Pete Rose will retire
this century - but I doubt it.
• If he could stay healthy,
George Brett has the potential to
be one of the greatest ever to
play the game. As he proved
again this year, that Will never

1 Volleyball
■manager
\ wanted

happen.
• What happened to the
Cardinals? Between St. Louis
and Kansas City, the "ShowMe" series of last year is
"showing" what a joke it really
was.
• When the season began, I
kind of expected Pittsburgh to
move its franchise or just fold
outright. After their dismal
showing this year, I have
justification for this belief.
• TWO YEARS ago, everyone
was telling me that Minnesota
was going to be the team of the
80's and Rent Hrbek would win
three MVP's in the decade. Now
their buried in the basement of
the pathetic AL West.
• Is there any chance that
Pete Rose will follow teammate
Tony Perez's lead and retire
after the season? I didn't think
so.
• I've noticed that Los Angeles
manager Tommy Lasorda's
television appearances have
declined proportionally to the
Dodgers winning percentage.
You rarely see him these days
and the Dodgers are tied for last

On ide at Kmko's:

BKODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
$1.00

$1.80

Bowling Green volleyball
coach Denise Van De Walle announced a team manager is
wanted for the current season.
Anyone interested in acquiring
the duties should contact Van De
Walle at 372-2401 or attend today's 4:30-7:30 practice in Anderson Arena.
The manager will travel with
the Falcons for road games.

place in their division.
• Hie Yankees never cease to
amaze me. All that talent and
still no pennant. It used to be
their staff was composed of
imposing names like Cathfish
Hunter, Luis Tiant, Goose
Gossage and Sparky Lyle. Now
their pitching staff reads like a
high school yearbook, you can
vaguely recall the names, but
the faces, well...
• Quick, name the second
baseman for the Twins.
• Quick, name anyone on the
Houston Astros.
• What happens if the New
York Mets refuse to play in the
playoffs? Would Philadelphia
play for the NL pennant?
• On the Phillies, Mike
Schmidt had another banner
year, after some people had the
nerve to predict he was over the
hill. He's got 36 homers (tops in
the majors), 115 RBI (also tops
in the majors) and he leads the
NL in slugging percentage.
Washed up?
• As much as I hate to admit
it, Steve Carlton is washed up.
For years, I followed Lefty and
cheered his every victory, but
those times are few and far
between now.
The time has come for him to
realize that he can no longer
contribute on a consistent basis,
he should hang up the cleats and
let some youngster get his big
break. But then, if Pete Rose
can do it...

coaches named
The Bowling Green women's basketball team and
swimming team have both
named new assistant coaches
for their upcoming seasons.
Jaci Clark will assist women's basketball coach Fran
Voll in all facets of the program, while Susan Stodghill
will help swimming and diving coach Rich Draper this
season.
Clark, 25, was a volunteer
assistant coach at Indiana
University last year. The Milwaukee, wise, native also volunteered as an assistant
coach at her alma mater,
Wisconsin-Milwaukee in 198384.
"I feel fortunate that our
women's basketball program
has attracted such an outstanding young coach," Voll
said. She is beyond her
years in experience and was
highly recommended by
some of the leader's in women's coaching."
As an athlete at UW-M,
Clark received honorable
mention All-America honors
in basketball and volleyball.
She graduated from UW-M
with a bachelor's degree in

STODGHILL, WHO is celebrating her 28th birthday today, was the women's head
coach at Northern Iowa for
three years. Previously, she
assisted at her alma mater,
the University of California at
Davis.
"Sue has an excellent
swimming background and a
Ci knowledge of the sport,"
per said. "She swam at
Cal-Davis under George
Haines, who is quite a coach.
Then in her three years as
head coach at Northern Iowa,
her teams rewrote the record
books, their numbers increased, and she ran a good
program."
Stodghill swam at Cal-Davis from 1977-81 and led the
Mustangs to a pair of top four
finishes in the NCAA Division
II championships.
She earned a bachelor's
and master's degree in physical education.

HAIR
REPAIR \I
HAIRCUT
I

SPECIAL

\TJ ^f snampoo)

v» micro f»

physical education and
earned a master's degree for
the same major at IU.
Clark replaces Sue Youngpeter, who left coaching last
year to pursue a career in
business.
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expires 10/2/81

Also sold In 10-packs
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COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE $10)

kinko's
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00
SAT
9:30-4:00

352-2566
118 S. ENTERPRISE

WHEN ALL YOU NEED IS THE PERFECT CUT

I
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WFAL-"YANKEER0SE"^
NIGHT
<*
'FREE ADMISSION WITH 4
COLLEGE I.D.
^

"BEST CHEST" Contest *
'VARIOUS CATEGORIES
'CASH and PREES

*
-*

Air Surfing Contest ^
' Open 'till 4:am
^
'A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT 4

BANNED BOOKS WEEK-

£

«IM:

CELEBRATING
THE FREEDOM TO READ
SEPTEMBER 20-27,1986

More Information & Display
at the University Bookstore in
the Student Services Building

Hours
Mon-Frl., 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00

,«J}J>««s>

C ominq "text l/Ueehi

American Anthem • Pretty in Pink
HNTAL RATES
S«m» Day
(Muat M «> Mtara i o "> 1

Ovwrtght
VkJao R*cordars

Eight Million Ways To Die
•••SPECIALS***

gr
*1.M
-5.W

Sun overnight
TUM overnight
Thurs to Mon
Sat to Mon .. . .

M*
2 tor 1
'3 «t
'2 8«

Member and Nonmember* Rentals
"Nonmambart must show major credit card

1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store
334-1401
Mon-Sat 10-10

|

Sun 10:30-8

American Express, Phillips 76. Union

Da n ski n
Tight Sale
We're overstocked on

Basic Footed Tights
style #69.

Lots of colors-sizes
ABCD
Now thru Sat.

40%

0

off

% P°JL, P4
525 Ridge St.

Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
BG News meeting tor voturrteere--writers and
phc>logrBphere--every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
WMI Hal
For turther information can
3722603

BG Newg/September 25,198*3 8

TO THE PERSON WHO MAS KY QUEEN
•LAW •LANKET FROM FAIL FE»T: I AH
WILLING TO PAY YOU ENOUGH (IS FOR
YOU TO MY A NEW BLANKET!! MINE
BELONGED TO A FRIEND WHO DIED A FEW
YEARS AOO AND IT HAS GREAT SENTIMENTAL VALUE TO ME PLEASE SHOW SOME
0ECENCY AND RETURN IT TO ME. WE CAN
TALK ABOUT A PRICE
CALL KRISTI
352-3321 OR 372-7356

BOSU Psych Dapt Thura afternoon reeeerch
prsaantaoon aartaa (T A R P S) presents a oo>toquim with Or Eaot S Vssinetotn. Proleeaor.
Depts of NauroacHnoa a Psych, Urw ol
Weft "Greet a Deeporate Cures The Rise a
Dedne ol Psychoeurgery a oth*f ratScal
traatmanta tor manM eneea " Thurs . Sept 25.
7 30om Rm 112 Ute Set FREE; Opnn to the
put*

Pregnant? Concerned Free pregnancy teat, oo
kreflve information By appointment or wofk-vi
Celnow 354-HOPE

Bicycle with tna Falcon Wheeler*
Monday through Friday
4 30 PM at the Union Ovel

Rufhte'* Sewing Alteration* a hemming New
starts A dresses Letters sewn on Garments
muatbecktan 352 7288

Come teed your (ace at our Bake Sale
Sponsored by
Friends of the Deet Community
Ground floor Educ BUg . Thur* Sept 25.
800am -12 30pm

SERVICES OFFERED

Sal Your Abuma Black Market Records
Formerly Green Tambourine. 352-3113 188
1 ■ 2 S Main Upstairs above Rapid Printing
MISC. FALL CLEAN -UP I HAULING.
353-2743-LEAVE NAME * NUMBER

GAMMA PHI. ZBT and LAMBDA CHI era
ALL THE RAGE I

The Flower Basket
A country ftowwlgll shop lust tor you! IMS
Main Downtown 362-8396

Gat a due
An Alpha CM Want* You!
AXO Clue Date Party 1968

To our AXO Bethtub coechee Mindy. Beth.
ABeon Thanks tor helping ua win our Bathtub
Meal ATO Bathtub Team

Get A Clue
Aim Al man attending the AXO date party on
Saturday night, make sure you check your
meaboxes to get your game rules "
Groovy Records
Has the beet prices In town The new TaBung
Heeds IP CS on sale cheep We buy used
recorda Baal pncee m (own a Groovy
Record*. 426 E Wooeter. 353-1222 We take
MC and Vex
JOEFOLEY
Excuse me for staring
You caught my eye'
Your No 1 Fan
Juat Arrrved Sorority Apptgus Sweetamrt*
Jean* N Thing*-531 Ridge Open tonne until 8
p.m.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sigma Phi EpeXon
An unbeatable combination

Fraternity Intramural Ice Hockey Practice Ice
must be scheduled by 9-25 by 4 00 p m HH
Omce

Abortion
Caring and Confidential
Center tor Choice
Toledo

Happy Hours Brarnslormng Party for Student
Organization tor Social WorkThursday.
September 25th 5-7 PM. 329 N Enterprise

Kim Hottrey
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY!
Hope It I* as wad as our peel weekend We're
sure it wt be' Get psyched tor 21 shots'Love.
Kim, Krtasy. Pam a Tracy

BMntM

PERSONALS

LAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets every
Thursday. 8 30 p m . m the Religious Ed Room
at SI Thomas More This week's meeting wi
be a rap session AH supportive persona are invited Brmg a Irwnd'"
10TICE" MEP PRE-REGISTRATION
MILTING" AD elementary ed majors and
elementary ed -special ed dual and triple majors who appaed lo> Spring 1987 MEP are expected to attend the meeting. Wednesday
September 24. 6 30-8 00 pm. 112 Ute
Science Bidg BE THERE'1
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Saturday. October 4
9 em
5 30 c m
(Check m 8 30 am 9 00 ami
Unrversrty Union
Luncheon Guest Speaker
The Honorable Donne Owens
Mayor ol Toledo
REGISTER NOW
405 Student Services
S3 00 per person
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DEAN S ADVISORY COUNCIL
FIRST MEETING
FRIOAY, SEPTEMBER 28
10:30 AM 372 BA
Contact Ministries
invites you to attend our services this Sunday
September 28 1986 Guest Speaker Minister
Henton William*, Col., OH Guest Choir The
Bowling Green Slate University Gospel Choir
GET INVOLVEDI
JOIN CAMPUS BROTHERS, CAMPUS
SISTERS. CAMPUS FRIEN0S, ADOPT-AGRANDPARENT, FILLING MEMORIAL HOME.
AND CHARITIES BOARO. VOLUNTEERS IN
PROGRESS ORIENTATION MEETING: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10. 1988, 9:00 P.M., 116
EDUCATION
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Memberahip Drive In the BA Lobby.
10 30 2 00 Sept 15-29 Get Involved

LOST A FOUND
Free 10 good home Male kitten, grey a white. 4
montha old Very sttectionete-w* make a good
pet 354 4703
Loat 9-17 14K GokJ Inlay MoneycSp If round
eel 352 1254 or 372-5249
LOST Blue waeet Plea** return No Questions
asked Cal 354-0524
Please- If you found my keys give me a cal'
Howard' They have 2 hippos on front and 5
keys on the nng Cat baa al 372-4448 Thank
You"'

To the beautiful blonde who wes n the OffCampue Student T U lounge reethng very slow
ry l can 1 beseve Jet! thinks he can find better I
woukf love to mee you (Btonda guy wearing
blue start) If Intareated cal 362-2247
TO THE PC0MONT MAN SATURDAY NIGHT
M THE TUftOUOtSE VEST AND PttSTFOPE
PANTS. LETS GET IN TOUCH-O C M B
4B6B.
Trivia Oueenon lor the Week
Q Whan tha white trailer south of the taVery
used for
A Conetruction tra*er"»
B. An equipment van lor the 5th Dlrnenelort?
C A r^Becflon baser for recycling aluminum
can*? or
0 Larry Bud Mermen t wardrobe trailer'
Anawer on Friday
WATCH OUT SIGMA CHI'S'
ONLY I DAY LEFT S WE'LL
BE CELEBRATING THE END
OF OREEK WEEK' WE
•RE ALL THE RAGE'
THE DEE ZEE'S

Kappa Sigs snd DU's
Have a wonderful day and don't lor gel to wear
your LETTERS' Love Ihe Pi Phm

419-255-7789

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Second Menimg Tuesday. Sept 30. 1988.
7 30 pm. A&sembrv Room. 212 McFal
Center Guest Speaker Mr Howlck of the
Management Center Dues we* be accepted at
the door
"The World's Business is Our

To our Kappa Kappa Gamma coechee. Deb and
Lym: Thank* for the great fob on Saturday (Too
bad Unde Melry used half our team) ATO Greek
Olympiad Teem

KURT HEINEMEYER.
Hope you have • lantaettc birthday!
LOVE, YOUR SIS

•Attention Mortar Board MembersLooking lor fun and excitement on a Thursday
night? Wei. you've found It Our next meeting la
Thurs . Sept 25 at 9 p m In 102 BA See you
there

Li" JOOT Miser
Was II a surprise?
Oh wet-maybe not,
but there are a lot
of suprtee* In store
for you' Gat psyched
for the super times aheed'
Alone Den Love and Moe.
Big Juee

AMA Membership Drive
Signup thru Sept 26
9 30 to 4 00 m the BA Lobby
Amy McGralh
Gel ready to break nto the Danger Zone on Friday I can't wait to meet you Have a greet
Greek Week Your Secret Pt. Pal
BKyda wan the Falcon Wheetera
Monday through Friday
4 30 PM. Union Oval
Big Debbie and Lrttle Cathy
I'm so happy to see our lamxy growing A twin, a
smal and a grand small al m one day Nicola
Gretchan. a Juee. welcome to tha famay. We
are the bast and meat certainly part of the first
and finest I love you al L 4 L. Mary Jo
Co-op Information Saaafona: Thur* Sept 25th
10 00 a m in Co-op Office 238 Administration
BUg -Resume Writing Workshop 4 00 p.m. In
Co-op Office
-Resume proofing session
6 30-8 30 pm in Prout Hal main lounge Bring
a copy of your reaume so we can proof it on the
spot' We wH give you feedback m 10 minutes
FAST. FREE aarvica Cal 372-2451 for more
information Catch the WAVE-COOP"
Complete Hockey Pro Shop
SI oft any stick with $2 skate sharpening*
Puroeta Bast Shop, 352-6264

LITTLE GRETCHEN
I'M SO HAPPY TO BE YOUR BIG YOU ABE
THE BEST SMALL ANYONE COULD ASK FOR
I'M SO GLAD YOU PLEDGED ALPHA DELTA
PI
ALPHA DELT LOVE 6 MINE-BIG MJ
MONICA TREPINSKI
You are e very special angel and I'm thread you
are a part of us (You reafy aren't a bad pool
•hooter either!) Keep Srrxang' Pt Phi Love.
Karen
Pam Muster. Congratulations on your Alpha XIZBT pinning to Kevin Lots of Love, Kim Krtasy,
Ktn t Tracy
P*e Beer Ettaal'
Only 2 more deya
Pew Bear Blast'
Reduced prtcher prices from 5 1 every Thursday at POLLYEYES. 440 E Court. 362-9638
Rumor has It Pi Phis. DUs and Kappa S«JB are
going to win the Greek Review Good Luck
Pledgeel
RUSH Beta Thete Pi Little Si*
Thursday. September 25 at tha Beta House
Come lor lun and ice cream 7 30 p m

DEB HOVANEC
ALPHA PHI-PHI PSI. WHAT A COMBO GET
READY FOR AN UNBEARABLY FANTASTIC
WEEKENOI YOUR SECRET PHI-JIM

Saturday -BG at Mxsmi
Pre game 1 pm Kick-off 1 30
Tim Pi*, and Todd Hardy
AM MO WFAL t 88.1 FM WBOU

DU a and Kappa Sigs
Are you ready to dance?
Are you ready to cheer?
Tha Greek Review la tonight
We hop* to see you al share!
ThePiPhra
PS Oat ROWDY'
F»s and Betas
Let s gat together and Twisl n Shout" to show
'am what Greek spelt * al about' Go Greek*'
Love, the Dee Gees
GAMMA PHI BETA LOVES THEIR PLEDGE
CLASS! WE ARE SO PROUD TO HAVE YOU
AS SISTERS' KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK'

Semi Attractive tarty wel beheved male looking for a dele lo Piv Mu Flamur Cal John, at
353-1772
Stop in for Lasagne from 11-9 and it* only
2 00 Even/ Thuradsy *l Poleya*. 440 E
Court. 352 9638
STUD.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK. GOOD LUCK AT
MIAMI AND KICK -I LOVE. K.K.IK
Thank* to al Greeks who participated in the
KKG-ZBT Greek Olympiad We appreciate your
Btxpport.
THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI WOULD
UKE TO CONGRATULATE OUR NEW BETA
INITIATES JIM SZYMCZAK. JASON HILL,
AND TRIP HEJOUK. WE'RE PROUD OF YOU'

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News

Winner* ol Powder Puff Sweepstakes
$100 Grft Certificate
Connie Weeks
$50 Gift Certificate
KathyDavte
$26 OUT Certificate
J Davidson
-tafchele St. PlerreThanka for the GREAT JOG you dal on the
Greek OLYMPIAD Al of your herd work roely
pee off' Lov*. Your Kappa SMer*
-Kappa PledgeeThe Kappa Acttvee
LOVE YOUI
You Ouys are SUPEfll
AMA Hawaiian Happy Houraiii
Sept. 26 from 5 00 to 6 30 at Uptown Free tor
el members Be there.
ATTENTION ilONDE OUY-WHtTE T^NwTN
LAUNDRY MAT-MONDAY S-22-M:
Lets make a auidry dale'
"The gel who answers paypnonee--6726''
ATTENTION

ALL UA0 FALLFEST
WONKERSII
MANY THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HARD WORK
AND DEDICATION' YOU COMMITTEE
MEMBERS ARE WHAT UAO IS ALL ABOUT
KEEP THAT SPIRIT ANO ENTHUSIASM 00tNQII
BECOME

Congratulations to Diamond Dave on hra
engagement to Dab Love, your ATO Brothers

Oelvery ha* started at POLLYEYES 440 E
Court, 352-9838

WHOEVER TOOK MY JEAN JACKET FROM
MY CAB AT POLLYEYES ON BV1PORT NIGHT: I
WILL GIVE YOUR $40 FOR ITS RETURN NO
QUESTIONS ASKED. GREAT SENTIMENTAL
VALUE CALL JIM AT 363-6014 THANKS

A

COMMUNITY FRIEND
VOLUNTEER!
A OBTaaTafttaly friend provides emotionej support.
inend*mp. and ndependem lying ska* training
tor an aduR who has experienced emotional or
mental eaasawajBi If you wteh to share your
skies and talents lor on* hour per week can Cm
dy Engaboee at 362-9468 before Sept. 26
BETA
•ETA
•ETA
BETA

PLEDGES
PLEDGES
PLEDGES
PLEDGES

NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.

1
1
1
I

MM WATER SKI TEAM
Good Luck at Regionere this weekend Let*
•how them they way we yo-yoa can yump! Luv.
Donoon e Bobbie
DAVE 4 SCOTT
Thanks lor ■ great weekend! Cleveland waa
greet but the May Co 4 Spencer 3 we* never be
the same' Scott-1 love you fool Dev* Thenka
for the t-alwti Let's do It again reef soon' Love M
IS
HeTY DOS i FUIS
THE BETAS ARE READY TO WrN OREEK
WEEK, SO LETS SHOW SOME TEAM SPIRIT'
JOHN UtTASZEWSKI:
"OET A CLUEI" I WANT YOU FOR atY
ALPHA CHI CRUSH DATEI
MOOS $ KISSES, TTTT
Keppe-Slg Epe-Keppe• Baj Epe
The beet combination
Greek Week M
Ksppa-Slo Epa-Kappe-Slg Epe
Keppesl Get psyched for Greek Review end
let's do some dendn' In tha •treetilThe Sag

Epe
DEADLINE: Two (Jays in advance by 4 p m

( The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES: per ad sue 65* per line. $1 95 minimum
50' extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News wiH not be responsible for error due to illegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately it there ts an error m your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors m classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the r-ght to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this policy is to discourage Ihe placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing lo individuals or organizations

KeW Ann Halle.
Thfa la an early Happy Birthday feed wrth
wishes for lots o( tun and smiles You're doing a
(antaetic fob on our Phi Mu Retreat. II wi be
great ospeoety since you are rxanreng It
Thenks for being such a special friend and
wonderful peraoni I love you. Kan

For QUICK copies '
see us. . . ^eijtj dice's

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name __
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
i print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish il to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Total number of days to appear.

PARCEL F*CK4ja>..ups QR FEDERAL EXPRESS MONDAY THRU SATURDAY A TO Z
DATA. 148 S MAIN. 362-6042
PI PHIS
THANK YOU FOR A GREAT TEA FRIDAY
terOHTI rr WAS REALLY NtCE MEETING YOU
ANO YOUR PLEDQESI LOVE. THE BETAS
Pike Beer Blest
Jeterdey. Sept. 17, from 1:00 pm. to 1 00 a.m.
•tea House (Comer of 7th * High Street*)
Leak lor Fir* Truck In Union for advance
Mcketa. Don't mlae the Wast!
t DM? We Type Whie You Real' Typng
And Word Prooaaafng Services And Flosumos.
A To 1 Data-Acroa* From Uhtmen's 362-5042
SK1MA NU CAR STUFF
SKJIHA NU CAR STUFF
SIGMA NU CAR STUFF
STEPHANIE
I HAD SUCH A GREAT TIME WITH YOU FRIDAY fwQHT AT GENESIS I ESPECIALLY ENJOYED THE LIMOUSINE RIDE THERE AND
BACK THANKS A LOT FOR TAKING ME
ROMAN
^
Tha SaarN Zone...
Pts Pal-Alpha Phi Warning!
High levels ol redanl sprit'
Greek Week s Best

TO THETA CM (CENTERVULE) MkXEWE WANT TO PARTY WITH YOUM ANYONE
WHO DOES BACK HAND STANDS IN THE
MIDDLE OF FALL FEST HAS GOT TO BE FUN!
HERE'S THE DEAL-YOU SUPPLY THE BEER.
WE'LL SUPPLY THE NACHOS KRISTI AND
GRETCHEN
WATCH OUT FOR
SKMU CMS, ZETA'S *
DEE ZEES!
WE ARE ALL THE RAOEI

XO'a
Lars forget about what's happened In the past,
and do • up IN* week and have • Mas!' Th* PHI
BELTS

R U Ready To Rock"
Your mystery PIS Pal sure I*
Let's make th* week the best'
Alpha Phi t PH Pel
See you m the "Spelt Zone"
Phi Pal No 18

352-5762

InecOVe RN»and LPN* Ar* you ready to step
beck nto nursing? Start over m a caring enwon
mem Wood Comty Nursng Home needs a tul
time LPN and a part-time FIN Cal 353-8411
1 8-4:30
Merkal Research
Several pen time kkephuiie Interviewing poatBone a eteflll now Day. evening a weekend
hours Good spaBng a ploaaant phone vole*
neoeeaary No seeng Opporlunities tor ad
vancemsnt a pay mcreeeee In s comfortable,
peraoneble work environment Apply el person
between 8 am 4pm at'
NFO Heseerch. Inc
2700 Oregon Rd
IJuet off l-75|
feorthwood. OH 43619
Equal rOpcommty Employer

Skit people-entertainers Exceesnt expenence
lor people with theatre or dance interests
Outgoing personalty snd high energy ere prerequaee quefXicetions Part bme- weekends Apply In person at Henry J's. 1532 S Byrne, sfter
7 p.m. Sun -Thura
WameO 5 men or women lo perticeete m local
weighl Was program for advertkung purpoaae
ktual have 26 Ua or more to loeo Cal
3526975

FOR SALE
1972 Triumph Spats* convenjjle. Beet fter.
353-2902
1973 MG-B CONVERTfBLE FOB SALE MANY
NEW PARTS NEEDS SOME MINOR BOOT
WORK CALL FOR FURTHER INFO ALSO
HOCKEY EQUIP FOR SALE BAUER HUGGER SKATES. 135.00
NORCON SHIN
GUARDS (A I CON0 ). 135.00 CALL DAVE
352-1186
1B74Porsche91420rrtre 1 owner Makeol
ter 362-4236 after 4 p m
1976 Chrysler Newport Excelint condition
J650 or beet offer 352-7732 before 5 p m
1976 Pteymouth Arrow Runs wel. good
meeege good condition J1000 00 After 8 00
p m . cal 353-4402
1979 Mazda RX7 Exceeent condition
Day* 626 0852. Nights 352-2932.

Cal

1985 Radio Snack DMP 110 Printer Gooddot
rrMtrtx with track teed and peraM and aerial
cable conneclions Paper included in sale
Cheap Cal Dan: 353-2831
79 MONTE CARLO
V6. AIR CONDITIONING. POWER STEEFBNQ.
POWER BRAKES. EXCELLENT CONDITION
833-2413 352-4448 (EVENINGS)
Kenmore washer a dryer
$350 353-4227

Good condition

ONKYO T-15 FM STEREO TUNER ONKYO
A-26 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER. 45 WATTS
PER CHANNEL YAMAHA NS-4 2 WAY
SPEAKERS COMPLETE SYSTEM $200.
3522939
TOYOTA '78 COROLLA. 5 speed. $1200
Good concWon Phone 352-5820 evenings

Your Secret Spkttologarl

FOR RENT

Wants you to catch th*
"Spelt Wave"
Your Pts Psi Headroom No. 11

JOFFREY II DANCERS
Tuee . Oct 7 et B p m
Kobecker Hal. MM AC
Box Office open 10 30-2 30
Weekday* Cal 372-8171 tor
ticket info Presented by the
Festive] Series. BOSU

Kappa Alpha Pal Fraternity Inc.
a having an Information Night
tonight «i the Capital Room
(3rd floor) of the Student Union
at 8:00 pm
Kappa Alpra Pal
Brotherhood in motion

I Female non-amoking roommate needed to
shore apartment with 3 Cal 354-0328
Need 1 non smoking female roommate to share
spertmerrl wrth 3 Ismstei Close to campus
Cal 353 0935 now!

5 KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
$1.00
$1.20
5'. s»
5'.ds

few, our SUPKH COPIER
is the QUICK answer
with this coupon.

HELP WANTED

OH, Laura Krupe

On ide at Kmk&s:

111 South Main
Bowling Green, Ohio

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BOSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

You ere al doing one FANTASTIC lob on our
protect*, oak* deanery, funarerasrs. and upoomtng events' rm so proud of you, and thank
you for your rm. alter menus at meeenga.
Uaaa and hetpl B • greasy appreciated A
specW thanks goes to those who came to the
rromecomfng brunch envelope stuffing and
"being perty. and eepecea-y thank you Ranee
SlhnieC and Jenny Shtneberry lor your dedio
•on and effort You guys are great Keep Sm*ng I I hop* to aaa everyone at our meeting
Thursday at 9 00 Kim Brown

If you need a lot

4 Vi * ^Convenient
• copy-. Downtown
Location.

Date* of Insertion

•aliTMOAYI

of copies, or Just a

Y°nly^

Clsssificstlon in which you wish your ad lo appear:
Cimput It City Events'
_
Wanted
lOfrt It Found
_
Help Wanted
For Sale
Rides
_
Services Offered
_
For Rent
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day tor a non-prolit even! or meeting only

LONZLASNEY

WANTED Teachers need to replece recent!,.
"Oen Apple Be evstem Leave mineii at
422 0886 (FnrJt*,|

t4*»fY e-eOATEO

WANTED
r

quick
print.

.Phone#

KELLY VAUGHN
YOU WERE RfQHT ABOUT MEN
(HERE'S THE PERSONAL I PROMISED YOUI
LOVE CINDY

$1.80
'/> micro • s

$2.30
1 micro d «

Also told In 10-paclis

kinko's
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter"s)

[ ^ JJeW food untfJMktJJ^JJ^

MARK'S PIZZA!
Buy any X.L. pizza—get same pizza
in medium size FREE.
Eat in or pick up only.
No delivery on this special.

■Call 352-35511 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

NEEDED I MALE TO SUBLET APT CLOSE
TO CAMPUS IBEHtND DEXTER'SI TERMS
NEGOTIABLE IF INTERESTED CALL BILL
352-2814

COOP CORNER

I. Flndkry. OH aoftwar* accounting firm a)
growing so fast that they wa need live more totem* tor Spring. Jr. or Sr. Accounting MIS wrth
lotu* and coat accounting experience. $6 00
start
2 Cofumbue company a looking for a few exoesent C.S. candrdatea for spring semester
Need a 3 0 QPA. $7 50 atari Cal 372-2451
NOW'
3 South Bend Accounting firm needs Jr C S. $
Accounting motors with 3.0 QPA or better to
work spring semester $1200-mo. Too good
to be true!
4 twjtionel Dayton company needs Jr C S student with 2 8 GPA or above $8 -9 00 per
hour. Whet a great place to start'
5 GM plant In Warren, OH fa interested In Jr or
Sr Accountant wall 2.76 GPA- 163 -day
Why wait until after graduation lo get ex
penance? Cal 372-2461
6 National Oueinees needs Jr. rising Sr Accounting mraora Start in Cleveland, must be
wamg to travel $500 per mo pkja houaing
snd travel leee
7 The Metro Perks ol Cleveland and Toledo are
Interested In students for Spnng E.ceeenl op
portunfeei for physical and social science mators. Cd 372 2451
6 Mecedonei. OH Company need* top notch
students intereeted In saxes Must be axel Jr. ar
Sr with 2 5 GPA-loo good to be true! Cat
372-2451
9 Corumoue OH tarn I* In need of Junkx
Merketmg student 2 8 GPA. Must be
graduating In Mey 1968 don't peee up five opporlurety Cal now-372-2461
10. Large local firm is In need of OS. student
for Spring semester Must have 3 0 QPA.
Cobol. system design or Data Baa* helpful
$5 00-6 00 per hour
II. Inxkene Urm needa a C S or MIS student
a«n 3 0 QPA to do three work asUgnments
WB look el freenmen. aophomorss. and eerfy
funlors Parted experience' Cal 372-2451
12 Toledo area Urm needa OS student »
work Spnng and summer terms Muat have
Cobol end Pascal How can you turn thai down?
Cal 37 2 2451
13 CIA neecta a few good students in s variety
of rnreors I e Netursl and aocW sciences and
toratgn languegee Stop by tha Co-op Offioa,
238 AulikieMieHun for more information
14. Rent-A-Centers are looking for manegemant students to work In beat sloes mm sated
m buamesi. tPCO. and ratal nanegement
$5 00 par hour atari Partact atantng poeMon
Stop by th* Co-op Office for more Irrtormabon
enrMrtant-tl you srs on fas for last year, pteeae
slap by my otfloe to update your folders We
need your near phone number and address
Also. • you raoanay attended any of our
workahupe, pteeae km your maaaneal m as
Boon as poeetHe Dont let these great Spnng
poextone pass you by

